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Tuesday, November 2 

 

1:30 PM - 2:45 PM 

1A. The WHY of Work; Remembering Passion and Purpose During Recovery  

Room: Prairie Creek 

– Lori A. Hoffner, Supporting CommUnity, Inc. 

Staff usually understand what they do for work, but can everyone articulate the “why” of 

their work? In a world recovering from a pandemic, it might be necessary to be reminded 

of the purpose of the work and remembering the enthusiasm of a job well done. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will identify personal and professional strengths that are applied to 

the everyday work and help define the “why” of the work. 

• Participants will apply the four basic leadership practices to engage and motivate 

staff during the recovery from the pandemic. 

• Participants will outline intentional steps to create an organizational climate that 

embraces the need for meaningful work and staff retention. 

 

1B. Seize the Day Not Your Phone  

Room: White River #1 

– Jeff Wozer, Speaker. Comedian. Writer. 

Jeff's presentation, through his own screen-struggle story, helps us understand what we’re 

up against in getting individuals off their electronic devices, outside, doing rather than 

viewing. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will hear this story and screen-use statistics to underscore how the 

internet manipulates our attentions to keep us pinned to our screens. 

• Participants will learn, through examples, how our increasing screen time is 

affecting us, including our kids, both mentally and physically. 

• Participants will receive easy-to-implement tips, for both at work and home, on 

how to curb screen-checking compulsions with the ultimate intent of living more 

digitally balanced lives. 

 

1C. Neighborhood Partnerships - The Benefits of Working with Residents to Plan and 

Implement Park Improvements  

Room: White River #2 

– J.P. Hall, Halteman Village Neighborhood Association; Heather Williams, 

Riverside/Normal City Neighborhood Association; Brad King, Old West End 

Neighborhood Association; and Courtney Marsh, Southside Neighborhood 

Association 
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The City of Muncie partners with neighborhoods to plan, fund, and install improvements 

in its city parks. Learn how Muncie engaged its community early in the process to benefit 

from the time, talent, and treasure of its residents. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to recognize the importance of involving stakeholders 

early in the development process. 

• Participants will be able to identify key community stakeholders and how to 

engage them. 

• Participants will be able to outline an engagement strategy involving key 

stakeholders in the process. 

 

1D. Park and Recreation Departments Access University Resources to Help Fulfill Their 

Missions  

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Amy L. Gregg, Shannon Powers, and Joshua Gruver, Ball State University; Dan 

Dunten, West Lafayette Parks & Recreation 

Universities promote quality of life in their communities, making them allies of Park 

Departments. Faculty serve on advisory boards and help with community projects. This 

session will explore various units in the University that provide support for park planning, 

grant writing, and student service for helping to fulfill park agency goals. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to describe at least three types of collaborations that can 

form between park and recreation departments, colleges and universities, and 

other community organizations. 

• Participants will be able to explain at least three different units of a university that 

can serve as a resource for park and recreation departments to help fulfill their 

mission and goals. 

• Participants will be able to outline the decision-making process that occurs in 

universities when proposing collaborative projects with park and recreation 

agencies. 

 

1E. Mini Session: Exciting Programs on a Shoestring Budget  

Room: Mississinewa  

– Brandy Fiechter, Bluffton Parks Department 

This fast-paced session will include complete details on fun events to engage your 

community in the parks and on your social media sites. These programs are virtually free to 

produce with minimal staff. Find out how to create a Parks Edition of CLUE, create your own 

Positivi-tree and more! 
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1G. This Park is a dump!  

Room: Cardinal Creek 

- Ryan P. Cambridge, The Parks Alliance of Indianapolis; Drew Braley, Browning 

Day;  Ed Joniskan, KERAMIDA 

Let us tell the complicated but successful story of Sandorf Park; a 5-acre urban 

neighborhood park successfully built on the site of an early 20th century landfill.  The 

successful construction of this park required the city, the design team, and the numerous 

corporate and non-profit partners to come together to work with both local and state 

regulatory agencies to re-envision “remediation” through the lens of a contemporary 

urban park. 

 

1H. Successful Athletic Fields – The Pros & Cons of Natural and Synthetic Surfaces 

Room: Hackley  

 – Fred Prazeau, Context Design 

Athletic field development is successful through careful understanding of profiles, 

products, and usage demands early in planning. Understanding the pros and cons of 

natural and synthetic surfaces is critical to getting desired outcomes and meeting 

implementation timelines. This session will explore material characteristics and provide 

specific examples through case studies. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to recognize the importance of understanding existing 

conditions and usage needs, then balancing those with expectations. 

• Participants will learn about material performance, characteristics, installation 

costs, lifecycle costs, maintenance, and variations offered by vendors. 

• Participants will be able to identify installation process, grow-in procedures, and 

meeting timelines to make facilities playable when needed. 

 

3:00 PM - 4:15 PM 

2A. Creating Positive Practices to Reduce Unconscious Bias 

Room: Prairie Creek  

– Lori A. Hoffner, Supporting CommUnity, Inc.  

One's age, gender, gender identity, religion, sexual orientation, weight, and other 

characteristics are subject to bias. Unconscious biases are social stereotypes about 

groups of people individuals form outside their conscious awareness. We’ll discuss five 

steps you can take to create positive practices and awareness and ensure unconscious 

bias is recognized. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to define unconscious bias and how it impacts a 

workplace culture. 

• Participants will be able to outline intentional steps that all staff can engage in to 

recognize and reduce these biases. 
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• Participants will be able to describe examples of commonalities in order to create 

more robust environment of inclusivity. 

 

2B. Experience Famine: Too Much Viewing, Not Enough Doing 

Room: White River #1 

– Jeff Wozer, Speaker. Comedian. Writer. 

Experiences are what bond us, what color our lives with authenticity, what museum our 

memories. This bears especially true with outdoor experiences. But today experiences 

are being replaced by screen diversions that promote sedentary lifestyles and rob us, 

especially our kids, of the awe of life.  

 

2C. Play, as Parent and Professional: A Bi-Focal Exploration of Play Spaces 

Room: White River #2 

 – Alan Rosenwinkel, Rundell Ernstberger Associates; Amber Berninger, 

Midstates Recreation 

As parents, we just want our children to have fun. But as professionals, we are charged 

with designing, programming, or maintaining the play spaces they use. When these 

perspectives overlap, we gain the greatest insight to designing, experiencing, and 

interacting with awesome play spaces to engage our children. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to recognize how playgrounds can better foster 

interaction between children and parents and what simple design revisions can 

be made to promote it. 

• Participants will be able to implement inclusive design practices and incorporate 

design features to promote interactive play for all abilities. Participants will also 

identify activities and elements that engage children of varied ages, shape 

industry trends, and appropriately select and apply modern play equipment and 

materials to ensure longevity of play spaces through long-term use. 

• Participants will be able to discuss how play and play design have changed 

through a global pandemic and how designers can shape safe play 

environments. 

 

2D. Successful Parks Projects – Casting a Vision to Create a Community Asset 

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Marc Griffith, The Veridus Group; Brian McNerney, Context Design 

An educational session on parks project visioning and execution including case studies 

of successful projects. Session will walk through the process and review case studies 

along the way. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to identify key stakeholders who will Create the Vision. 

• Participants will be able to identify community impacts. 

• Participants will be able to outline a plan for execution. 
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2E. Mini Session: Spend Your Park Design Budget Wisely: Key Components of a Good 

RFP  

Room: Mississinewa 

– Sara Huss, DLZ Indiana LLC 

Discuss common park-related engineering/design services and critical scope elements. 

Review important components of well-written Requests for Proposals. These can 

improve response rates, encourage competitive fees, and outline clear criteria for 

examining proposals by promoting clear understanding of your unique service needs 

and expectations for successful project outcomes. 

 

2F. Mini Session: Aquatic Epoxy Coating – Take the PAIN Out of Epoxy Pool PAINt 

Projects  

Room: Mississinewa 

– Mark Anderson, American Clean & Seal 

Aquatic environments are difficult for underwater coatings on concrete. The challenges 

to be discussed include subsurface (concrete) integrity, surface preparation 

considerations, coating application issues, and the beatings that Mother Nature delivers 

over the winter. Solutions presented for these challenges come from planning, issue 

identification, and “seen that – don’t do that.” 

 

2G. Engaging with Our Community During and After COVID  

Room: Cardinal Creek 

– Mindy Murdock, Zionsville Parks & Recreation 

Public participation and engagement are one area in parks and recreation that had to 

adapt in the face of the pandemic. Zionsville Parks and Recreation developed several 

programs that allowed us to continue to reach our community. Those programs led to 

permanent changes in our programming and recreation opportunities. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to give examples of two programs that engaged the 

community during the pandemic. 

• Participants will be able to reproduce an activity from the winter break kits using 

the information provided during the session. 

• Participants will be able to discuss adaptations for using virtual for community 

engagement within their community. 

 

 

 

 

 

2H. Spray Park Design A to Z 

Room: Hackley 

– Greg Stoks, Aquatix by Landscape Structures 
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Spray parks are a fast-growing amenity to park and recreation departments. This 

session will present ideas on the process of installing a spray park and the intricate 

details of design, budgeting, site amenities, water source, codes, bidding, construction, 

and maintenance. Presenters will describe the analytical process of designing for 

sustaining the environment and explain the maintenance requirements of the surface, 

water source and features. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to comprehend the design & construction of their project 

by understanding the issues and process of the project. 

• Participants will be able to determine sources of water supply and 

implementation of the source. 

• Participants will be able to comprehend the complexity of the project to facilitate 

budgeting and scheduling the project. 

 

Wednesday, November 3 

 

8:00 AM - 9:15 AM 

3A. Boundaries: A Tool for Leadership Sustainability and Engagement 
Room: Prairie Creek 

– Brandi Lust, Teacher, Speaker, Consultant 

Boundaries are necessary; when we don’t honor them, our resources are quickly worn 

away by the words, actions, and circumstances of others. We are less engaged. We are 

prone to burnout. However, honoring the space we need for ourselves enhances 

rejuvenation; we are engaged for the work that matters to us. Learn healthy boundary-

setting tools that you can implement in professional and personal life. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will reflect on strategies to improve sustainability and engagement 

through the implementation of boundaries  

•  Participants will engage tools for setting healthy boundaries on time, resources, 

and emotions transgender woman and the discrimination she face’s every day. 

 

3B. Complex Parks Projects  

Room: White River #1 

– John Marc Griffith and Scott Senefeld, The Veridus Group; Kathy Lozano and 

Greg Mitchell, West Lafayette Parks & Recreation 

This session will go into detail on how to successfully manage a complex parks project.  

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to outline the pressures, pitfalls, and commitments to a 

capital project. 

• Participants will be able to identify and manage risk in a complex project. 
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• Participants will be able to identify who needs to be on the team and who will be 

my advocate. 

 

3C. Project Blueways 

Room: White River #2 

– Jenna Wachtmann and Jud Fisher, Ball Brothers Foundation, Phil Tevis, FlatLand 

Resources 

This session will share the story of how a 75+ year plan to create a linear park in Muncie 

along the White River came to life. Presenters will share lessons learned, how 

federal/state/private funding streams were braided together over many years, and how 

partners continue to collaborate to increase recreation alongside (and in!) the White 

River, one of our state's greatest assets. 

Learning Objective:  

• Participants will identify potential non-traditional funding sources  

• Participants will identify potential non-traditional partners in their communities who 

could help bring projects to life 

• Participants will be equipped to think about how to tell the story of their own long-

term, multi-phase parks/recreation projects  

 

3D. Telling and Selling Your (and your agency’s) Story – TED style 

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Neelay Bhatt and Jason Elissalde, PROSConsulting 

Learn how to “tell your / your agency’s story” and deliver impactful messages through the 

personal experiences and techniques from a TEDx Speaker / Speaker Coach and a 

storytelling expert.   As leaders, whether you are communicating to the elected officials, 

partners, your staff, or the community, how you deliver the message is critical to ensuring 

buy-in and support. Communication, rather effective communication, is a critical skill that 

can and should be honed and enhanced over time. 

3E. Adaptability - How to Capture Community Investment and Support to Adapt Your 

Parks, Embrace Change, and Improve Existing Assets!  

Room: Mississinewa 

– Bridget Anderson, Patronicity 

Parks successfully improved, raised money for, and adapted their spaces despite the 

challenges of 2020. We will share how departments around the state utilized the 

CreatINg Places grant program (partnership with Indiana Housing and Community 

Development Authority and Patronicity) to crowdfund, to reconsider their assets, and 

ultimately to innovate. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to identify fundraising opportunities that inspire 

community engagement and investment through crowdfunding. 
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• Participants will be able to outline the steps for qualifying for the CreatINg Places 

grant. 

• Participants will be able to recognize circumstantial and seasonal adaptations for 

your park that could have real long-term impact. 

 

3F. Prescribed Fire as a Natural Management Tool 

Room: Cardinal Creek 

- John Taylor, Ball State Field Station 

Prescribed fire has historically been a critical management tool for natural areas, pre-dating 

European colonization. Different geographic regions have different prescribed fire histories 

and needs. This talk will discuss past and current application of prescribed fire in Indiana 

and the Midwest.  

Learning Objectives:   

• Participants will understand the history of natural fire.  

• Participants will learn about obstacles and opportunities to returning fire to the Indiana 

landscape 

• Participants will appreciate the roles science and culture play in learning to become land 

stewards. 

 

3G. Internships: Creating a Quality Experience for Students, Park and Recreation 

Departments and Universities 

Room: Hackley 

– Julie Knapp, Indiana University; Becky Higgins, Bloomington Parks & 

Recreation Department; Amanda D’Agostino, Student from Indiana University 

The internship experience is a critical aspect of professional development for parks and 

recreation students. For park and recreation departments, interns can be a useful asset 

and an investment in the workforce and the profession. However, challenges may also 

occur (e.g., housing or payment, workload, meeting university requirements, unclear or 

unspecified expectations). This session brings together multiple perspectives to identify 

key challenges faced by students and park and recreation professionals and generate 

solutions through shared experiences. The targeted audience for this session is park 

and recreation professionals, students, and academics interested in crafting mutually 

beneficial internships. The session utilizes small and large group discussions moderated 

by panelists to identify issues regarding internships and generate strategies for 

addressing common concerns. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the agency 

perspective by identifying common issues faced by practitioners when hiring an 

intern. 

• Participants will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the students’ 

perspective by identifying issues faced by students. 
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• Participants will be able to identify potential solutions to address common 

challenges.  

 

10:15 AM - 11:30 AM 

4A. Connecting with Meaning and Purpose: Values-Based Engagement in Organizations 
Room: Prairie Creek 

– Brandi Lust, Teacher, Speaker, Consultant 

Research shows that when we become disconnected from meaning and purpose in our 

work, we are less effective and prone to higher levels of stress and disengagement. 

However, we can actively cultivate meaning through connecting with our values and 

acting them out in our daily tasks. Learn how to use these powerful tools for managing 

stress and staying engaged with what matters, and how we can then share the power of 

values with our teams to build their engagement. 

Learning objectives:  

• Participants will reflect on personal values as a tool to sustain engagement and 

inform actions as a leader  

• Participants will learn tools for working with values to build engagement on 

teams 

 

4B. Using Tactical Urbanism to Create Safe Access to Parks and Greenways 

Room: White River #1  

– Pete Fritz, Indiana Department of Health; Marjorie Hennessy, Health by Design; 

Brandon Burgoa, Indiana Department of Transportation 

The pandemic has increased pressure on outdoor public spaces. Tactical urbanism is an 

idea that incorporates temporary demonstration projects leading to permanent solutions 

for providing safe access to parks and greenways. This session will present new ideas 

for implementing fun and creative ways to access parks and greenways for walking and 

bicycling. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to implement tactical urbanism projects in their 

communities. 

• Participants will be able to list the partners necessary to plan, promote, and 

implement tactical urbanism projects. 

• Participants will be able to define the steps necessary to measure the outcomes 

of temporary tactical urbanism demonstration projects to make them permanent 

installations. 

 

4C. What Do You Do with an Old Pool?  

Room: White River #2 

– Kyle Lueken, HWC Engineering; Sam Blake, Spear Corporation 
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Many communities today are facing the dilemma of what to do with an aging aquatic 

facility. This session will explore options and case studies of aging pool facilities which 

are in physical disrepair, facing declining attendance, or both. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to describe conditions of an existing aquatic facility 

where a rehabilitation or replacement may be warranted. 

• Participants will be able to identify three low-cost alternatives to add onto an 

existing facility. 

• Participants will be able discuss conversion options for portions of an existing 

pool. 

 

4D. Justice, Equity, Diversity, Accessibility, & Inclusion (JEDAI) in Parks and Recreation 

Settings: A Conversation  

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Brian Forist, Indiana University; Amanda D’Agostino, Shelbie Porteroff, Jenessa 

Carlisle, Students from Indiana University 

Through facilitated interactive discussion, participants will explore the need for justice, 

equity, diversity, accessibility, and inclusion in park and recreation settings. Topics of 

discussion will include bias, oppression, and cultural understanding cultural differences 

to provide services that reflect, honor, and understand those differences. Participants will 

share insights from their site. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able state accepted definitions of justice, equity, diversity, 

accessibility, and inclusion. 

• Participants will be able to give examples of both challenges and best practices 

regarding justice, equity, diversity, accessibility, and inclusion from their sites. 

• Participants will compile a set of justice-, equity-, diversity-, accessibility-, and 

inclusion-related examples from their colleagues engaged in this discussion. 

 

4E. Mini Session: Natural Resource Data is a “Walk in the Park” 

Room: Mississinewa 

 – Evie Kirkwood, Evie Kirkwood Consulting, LLC 

Visitors are submitting data about the plants, birds, and other creatures within your 

parks. Find out how to tap into sightings on eBird, iNaturalist, and more. We will discuss 

ways you can use the information gleaned from these apps and encourage more visitors 

to participate. 

 

4F. Mini Session: Benefits of Site Master Planning for Parks  

Room: Mississinewa 

– Sara Huss, DLZ Indiana LLC 

Discover the process and benefits of site master planning such as identifying program 

needs, conducting spatial planning, receiving public input, setting realistic budgets, and 
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outlining long-term phasing. Site master plans and resulting documentation can be 

utilized to boost your success in fundraising and grant applications for park 

improvements. 

 

4G. Leadership Starts with You: Ten Keys for Moving You and Your Organization to the 

Next Level  

Room: Cardinal Creek 

– Dan Gamble, Kenney Machinery Corporation 

What skills should you have to be a great leader in your organization? This session will 

go in depth about different aspects of leadership and provide rules and tips on how to 

better lead the members of your organization. Learn about habits of poor leaders, 

teamwork, listening, common mistakes, and much more. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn leadership skills. 

• Participants will learn the difference between a leader and a manager. 

• Participants will learn the three rules of a good leader. 

 

4H. Camp Programming: What Does That Look Like for Your Park? 

Room: Hackley  

– Melissa Theriault-Thompson, Washington Township Park; Jen Despain, 

Brownsburg Parks & Recreation; Nate Phipps, Danville Parks & Recreation 

Learn about the different approaches that park departments use to create their camp 

programs. Brainstorm ideas and network with other camp professionals to take away 

some great ideas to help your camp program grow. Join Washington Township, 

Brownsburg, and Danville Parks to see what approaches they are using. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn the different approaches to offering a camp program. 

• Participants will learn what resources are available to help you. 

• Participants will walk away with networking contacts to help and support them. 

 

1:30 PM - 2:45 PM 

5A. Futuristic Spray Play 

Room: Prairie Creek 

- Greg Stoks, Aquatix by Landscape Structures 

Spray parks are a fast-growing amenity to park and recreation departments. The spray park 

industry is changing at a rapid case. This session will present ideas on what the spray park 

will be like in years to come. The session will cover the Model Aquatic Health Code (MAHC) 

and how it pertains to your area. The session will cover spray features as they evolve to 

include inclusive, team, and group play. The session will discuss what the spray park will 

look like in future years utilizing lighting, sound, and technology.  
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5B. Fiscally Fit Budgeting Concepts  

Room: White River #1  

– Matt Hickey, ePRepSolutions, LLC; Austin Hochstetler, Zec Eight Insights, LLC 

Are you a fiscally fit agency? Learn about recreation program budgeting models to 

agency-wide budgeting concepts to cost recovery designs; all with no math! This session 

is designed for the first-year professional to the haggard veteran. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to summarize their own budgeting structure and how its 

application to their services influence fiscal fitness. 

• Participants will have the opportunity to outline either an agency-wide budgeting 

structure or a specific Service Area structure and see the outcomes of “Budget 

how you analyze, analyze how you budget.” 

• Participants will reproduce the framework for a basic budget model for their 

service area (facility, program, memberships). 

 

5C. Taking BIG Ideas from Concept to Reality  

Room: White River #2 

– Jonathan Jones, South Bend Venues Parks & Arts 

Sometimes the biggest roadblock to implementing BIG ideas is the establishment of 

measurable outcomes to provide direction, garner support, and tell your story. In this 

session, hear how South Bend Venues Parks & Arts used Social Impact Analysis 

frameworks to take their VPA In Motion project from concept to reality. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be introduced to the field of social impact analysis and able to 

describe how it can aid in measuring the social impact of programming efforts. 

• Participants will be able to outline the basics of a social impact model and 

summarize the practices of goalsetting, developing a theory of change, and 

collecting meaningful data to measure impact. 

• Participants will be able to list remote surveying tools that they can deploy to 

quickly hear from the people they are serving. 

 

 

5D. Performance Appraisals – Get Off the Treadmill  

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Michael Clark, Palatine Park District 

Annual performance appraisals typically have a negative perception, and many 

employees fret this process or only see it as a means to receive their annual increase. 

Empower your staff and create a positive and focused approach to make evaluations a 

healthy and positive experience for your staff. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn the myths and misconceptions often associated with 

annual performance appraisals.  
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• Participants will learn strategies and approaches to incorporate the mission and 

operational values into the appraisal system. 

• Participants will identify how to empower their staff through an effective 

performance appraisal system and a positive experience to motivate productivity 

and focus on their efforts. 

 

5E. Chainsaw Safety – CANCELED  

Room: Mississinewa 

– Mark Parker, Bryan Equipment Sales 

This session will cover the proper PPE to wear when operating a chainsaw, 

maintenance of a chainsaw, how to start and operate a saw, and cutting techniques. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will know how to wear proper PPE. 

• Participants will know how to look over a saw. 

• Participants will know how to start and operate a saw. 

 

5F. Making the Transition from Front Line to Management  

Room: Cardinal Creek 

– Evie Kirkwood, Evie Kirkwood Consulting, LLC; Leslie Witkowski, St. Joseph 

County Parks 

When faced with a choice to move into “management,” your work style and goals impact 

the decision. This session discusses changes, challenges, and opportunities you may 

encounter when moving into a new position. It will also provide tips for existing park 

leaders to coach staff in “moving up the ladder.” 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to identify at least three motivations for transitioning into 

management. 

• Participants will be able to recognize what aspects of work activities and roles 

may change with a move into a higher-level position. 

• Participants will discuss at least three strategies to position yourself for a role in 

management. 

 

5G. Assessment and Management of Small Lakes and Ponds  

Room: Hackley  

– Mitchell Zischke, Purdue University 

This session will provide an overview of assessment and management options for small 

lakes and ponds. It will cover topics such as construction and maintenance, 

understanding the pond ecosystem, fish population management, and aquatic 

vegetation management. It will also present a case study for management. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to explain the key components of a pond ecosystem. 
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• Participants will be able to interpret pond management plans, including 

monitoring and assessment. 

• Participants will be able to discuss key components of fish and vegetation 

management. 

 

3:45 PM - 5:00 PM 

6A. Smooth Transitions – Accessibility of Public Facilities for Transgender Populations  

Room: Prairie Creek 

– Michael G. Clark, Palatine Park District 

Equity and inclusiveness for diverse populations has become an industry norm. This 

session will dive into the legal implications, policy development, facility assessment, and 

staff training when managing accessibility of facilities and program with transgender 

populations.  

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn the proper terms, definition, and misconceptions revolving 

around the transgender population. 

• Participants will learn about the importance of policy development, staff training, 

and facility assessments to make facilities all inclusive. 

• Participants will learn about the do’s and don’ts when navigating through the 

biases, ignorance and non-acceptance of other staff and visitors to your public 

facilities. 

 

6B. Inter-Active and Inclusive Design for Aquatic Facilities  

Room: White River #1 

– Mark Williams, Rain Drop 

Discover how effective design can accommodate and encourage all members of a 

family, a neighborhood, or a community to enjoy aquatic facilities together! 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to identify the basic principles of interactive and inclusive 

play as it applies to aquatic facilities. 

• Participants will be able to recognize five ways to integrate sensory experiences 

in splashpads and water parks. 

• Participants will be able to define why inclusivity is needed in aquatic design 

today. 

 

6C. Trends in Playground Design  

Room: White River #2 

– Jim Isaacs, Landscape Structures 

We will examine global design trends and their impacts on designing impactful 

playground environments. 

Learning Objectives: 
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• Participants will be able to identify emerging trends influencing playground 

design. 

• Participants will be able to connect to societal issues and needs of kids and 

families. 

• Participants will be able to articulate best practices for designing innovative play 

environments in line with trends. 

 

6D. Leveraging Information in this Data-Driven World  

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Austin Hochstetler, Zec Eight Insights, LLC; Matt Hickey, ePRepSolutions, LLC 

The parks and recreation industry has been surging toward more data-driven decisions. 

Consequently, there is a rise in data-driven agency leadership. As younger generations 

elevate to assistant directors, superintendents, and elected officials, the industry will 

need to continue enhancing how we “tell our story.” This session will cover a 

comprehensive platform of performance measures trending in our industry. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to define 3-5 performance measures and why they are 

valuable to measuring performance. 

• Participants will be able to discuss industry gap areas in performance 

measurement and how we can move to close the gap(s). 

• Participants will be able to recognize the steps they can take to leverage their 

information in-house. 

 

6E. Mini Session: StoryWalk  

Room: Mississinewa 

– Dan Dunten and Diane Schlegel, West Lafayette Parks & Recreation 

A StoryWalk is a way to combine literacy with the enjoyment of nature, where people of 

all ages walk outside while reading children's picture books. Individual pages are 

separated, numbered, laminated, and attached to trees or posts. We will explain how we 

do ours with no cost to the department. 

 

6F. Mini Session: "Logging Into Nature" – Adapting Outdoor Nature Based Programming 

Room: Mississinewa  

– Nathaniel Bibat, Dunes Learning Center 

Technological progression and the increase of screen time has continually influenced 

the effort and importance for nature-based programming. This session will explore the 

idea of how technology has and can be a tool that can connect people to nature and 

inspire curiosity specifically during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

6G. Construction and Financing Delivery Models for Parks and Recreation Capital 

Projects 

Room: Cardinal Creek 
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- Dan Lawson, Meyer Najem, Greg Martz, GM Development, Tim Jensen, The 

Veridus Group 

This session will explore the different delivery models parks and recreation department 

can use to get projects completed. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn different delivery models 

• Participants will learn which model is best for them 

• Participants will learn how to get projects financed.  

 

6H. Riverside Adventure Park: Transforming Equitable Public Engagement for a 

Pandemic  

Room: Hackley  

–Sarah Evans and Don Staley, V3 Companies 

Riverside Regional Park is a premier urban park, located along the White River providing 

an opportunity to commune with nature within the city. The project kicked off at the start 

of the COVID-19 pandemic, forcing the team to creatively design new ways to engage 

with residents across the 200-acre site. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn innovative strategies and tools for equitable public 

engagement during a pandemic. 

• Participants will learn strategies for using design dollars within the project's 

neighborhood, as well as how to utilize public art and employ artists as part of 

public engagement. 

• Participants will learn to identify strategies for conservation and utilization of 

existing infrastructure as a framework for conceptual planning and in public 

engagement efforts and early activation of the site. 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday, November 4 

 

9:00 AM - 10:15 AM 

 

7A. Call of the Wild  

Room: Prairie Creek 

– Bill Ream and Ashley Spurgeon, City of Bloomington Parks & Recreation 

A session aimed at showcasing innovative and unusual programming ideas. The ten 

most unique program ideas will be chosen to be presented by a representative from the 

department at the 2021 conference. Selected programs will have five minutes for are 

presentative to present program information during this fast-paced, upbeat session. 
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Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to identify a minimum of five new programming ideas. 

• Participants will have the opportunity to discuss innovative ideas with other park 

professionals. 

• Those selected to present will have the experience of presenting in front of a 

crowd of their peers. 

 

7B. Managing Perspective and Expectation in Today’s Parks and Recreation Industry 

Room: White River #1 

  - Austin Hochstetler, CPRP, Zec Eight Insights, LLC 

We work in a social science field and our work evolves with the people we serve. This 

session will discuss what park and recreation professionals have been dealing with over 

the last ten years and strategies for alleviating our inevitable stresses. This session will 

present multiple concepts and practical tools to implement to combat societal “facts” that 

constantly present themselves like community priorities, work force gaps and motivation, 

work/life balance, and more. 

 

7C. Esports in Recreation  

Room: White River #2 

– Kevin O’Brien, GGLeagues 

Come discover what esports are and why it is quickly becoming a stable of recreation. In 

addition, hear more about what it would take for you to get involved with esports and 

how easy it can be! 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn about esports.  

• Participants will learn why communities should be involved. 

• Participants will discover how communities can become involved. 

 

7D. Whose Parks: How Race, Class, Gender, and History Drive the Experience of Place 

and What to Do About It  

Room: Shafer Hall 

– Jonathon Geels, Troyer Group 

Parks and public spaces frequently espouse their systemic value, but benefits can vary 

by race, class, and gender. How can we empower people and place? From monuments 

to master plans, this session highlights the integration of active anti-racism, feminism, 

and socioeconomic equity into design process and iteratively create lasting change. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will learn how park systems can adapt to contemporary social and 

environmental realities with increased sensitivity and success. 

• Participants will be able to discuss the historic and contemporary roles that 

parks, and other public spaces play in social and environmental justice issues. 
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• Participants will learn how power structures within communities (connected with 

racism, sexism, and classism) can impact the experience of park design and park 

engagement. 

 

7E. Mini Session: Connect, Explore, and Learn on OuterSpatial: Bloomington Park and 

Recreation's Mobile Application  

Room: Cardinal Creek  

– Rebecca Swift, City of Bloomington Parks & Recreation 

Participants will learn about OuterSpatial's mobile app and how the City of Bloomington 

Parks and Recreation joined the virtual community. This application allows users to 

discover new places, navigate trails while offline, and connect with others who love to 

recreate outdoors. Park managers can also use the app to communicate about hazards, 

promote volunteer opportunities, and market upcoming events. Come discuss how your 

organization might benefit from joining the Indiana community on OuterSpatial. 

 

7F. Mini Session: TBA 

Room: Cardinal Creek 

 

10:30 AM - 11:45 AM 

8A. Revitalizing your traditional swimming pool to increase revenue potential 

Room: Prairie Creek 

 - Chip Orner, CPRE, Franklin Parks & Recreation 

In this session we will explore the benefits of transforming your traditional swimming pool 

into a revitalized family aquatic center with expanded revenue potential.  We’ve all seen 

what bigger water parks are doing; however, this session will focus on what small to 

medium size departments can do to increase aquatics revenue, increase attendance & 

increase community excitement around your newly revitalized aquatic facility.  We will 

also highlight marketing & branding strategies, community events, concessions, fees & 

charges and funding strategies related to your aquatic facility in this session. 

 

8B. Measuring Your Park's Health 

Room: White River #1  

– John Martinez and Aaron Perri, South Bend Venues Parks & Arts 

The SBVPA Park Health Program is a data tool representing the “health” of a park 

system’s physical assets, ecology, and stewardship. It provides a constantly updated 

dashboard of our service levels, planning, and maintenance programs built within the 

industry promoted maintenance modes without the need for specialized software. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to provide a strategy for summarizing and reporting on 

the relative health of their park system. 

• Participants will be able to define and show the value of their operations and 

maintenance team. 
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• Participates will be able to incorporate existing industry standards and BMIs into 

their reportable metrics. 

 

8C. Developing a Business Culture in Your Agency  

Room: White River #2 

- Leon Younger & Scott Volmer, PROS Consulting 

This session will breakdown how to create a business culture in your organization that 

allows you to maximize efficiency and effectiveness and to create the culture you desire. 

We will outline the elements that make each management component work and that will 

help you achieve a strong business culture that maximizes efficiency and revenues for 

your department.  

 

8D. Youth Programming Make It Better Than Sex!: Reshaping Youth Culture 

Room: Shafer Hall  

– Kintae D. Lark, South Bend Venues Parks & Arts 

To make a significant impact in the lives of inner-city youth with the programs we offer, 

we need to make them better than sex, more impactful than Fortnite, and more 

potentiate than weed smoke. If we want to make change, we need to redefine youth 

culture. 

Learning Objectives: 

• Participants will be able to recognize current tools, trends, and resources proved 

effective in engaging inner-city/community’s youth. 

• Participants will be able to reproduce engaging and successful tactics & 

objectives within events, camps, programs, etc. 

• Participants will be able to better identify program affectability based of survey 

results, youth participation, & youth and family engagement. 

 

8E. Motivation to Move: Increasing Physical Activity for Intergenerational Users while 

Promoting Health and Fitness  

Room: Cardinal Creek  

- Ron Blake, GameTime 

By intentionally and thoughtfully creating outdoor environments with fitness in mind, 

communities can dramatically impact their efforts in promoting less sedentary lifestyles 

across generations. Uncover innovative solutions, case examples, evidence-based 

programs, and unique design strategies that inspire people of all ages to live healthier, 

happier lives through active movement.  

 


